
# Account Name Agenda Question Response

1 258947 NJOROGE,VIRGINIA NYAIKAMBA (0000002812436 ) DIVIDENDS
how can I change mode from postal to M-Pesa 
payment

Dear Virginia, thank you for your question, kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for guidance on how to change payment mode of your dividends.

2 49696 NJIHIA GRACE DIVIDENDS why are we not paid dividends every year?
Dear Grace, thank you for your question, Kenya Reinsurance corporation has been paying dividends yearly, 
kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on info@image.co.ke for more information.

3 267943 ESHITEMI,MISANGO NDETA (0000000126187 ) DIVIDENDS
What's the rate of dividend payments for the year 
ending December 2022

Dear Mr Eshitemi, Thank you for your question, kindly note that the board of Kenya Re has declared a 
dividend of Ksh 0.20 to be paid on 29th July 2023 to shareholders on books as at 16th June 2023.

4 20732 KWAMBAI DAVID KIPRONO DIRECTORS REMUNERATION REPORT How  to see my shares
Dear Mr. Kiprono, thank you for your question, kindly note that you hold 1,552 Kenya Re shares as at 19th 
May 2023.

5 128948 MUHUYU JANE WANJERI DIVIDENDS
I have not received my dividend for a while. can I get 
through my phone.

Dear Jane, thank you for your question, please contact us through +254709170000 or Email  
info@image.co.ke for further assistance on outstanding dividends.

6 47008 WACHIRA ANASTASIA WAMBUI DIVIDENDS can I get my dividend via mpesa?
Dear Anastasia, thank you for your question, kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for guidance on how to change payment mode of your dividends.

7 20732 KWAMBAI DAVID KIPRONO DIVIDENDS last how  was  awarded  per share?
Dear David, Thank you for your question, kindly note that the board of Kenya Re has declared a dividend of 
Ksh 0.20 to be paid on 29th July 2023 to shareholders on books as at 16th June 2023.

8 20732 KWAMBAI DAVID KIPRONO DIRECTORS REMUNERATION REPORT how to  sell shares?
Dear David, thank you for your question, kindly contact your stock broker or investment bank for further 
advice on transacting your shares.

9 65219 KIMANI PAUL NGEKENYA DIVIDENDS I don't get my dividends
Dear David, thank you for your question, kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for for further assistance on your outstanding dividends.

10 123730 ANDREW WANGUI MBUGUA DIVIDENDS can divide
Dear Mr. Mbugua, Thank you for your question, kindly note that the board of Kenya Re has declared a 
dividend of Ksh 0.20 to be paid on 29th July 2023 to shareholders on books as at 16th June 2023.

11 123730 ANDREW WANGUI MBUGUA DIVIDENDS I want my dividends to be paid via mpesa.
Dear Andrew, thank you for your question, kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for guidance on how to change payment mode of your dividends.

12 226243 MUIGAI,JANE MUTHONI (0000000456730 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME i have received the text today,when is the AGM?
Dear Jane, thank you for your question, kindly note that the 25th Kenya Re AGM will be held virtually on 
16th June 2023 from 11.00am.

13 158377 ITONG'E,PAUL MURIITHI (0000002128969 ) DIVIDENDS How much the divinded this year?
Dear Paul, Thank you for your question, kindly note that the board of Kenya Re has declared a dividend of 
Ksh 0.20 to be paid on 29th July 2023 to shareholders on books as at 16th June 2023.

14 436631 MWANGI,SIMON KAMAU (0000006534546 ) DIVIDENDS how much is my dividends?
Dear Mr Mwangi, Thank you for your question, kindly note that the board of Kenya Re has declared a 
dividend of Ksh 0.20 to be paid on 29th July 2023 to shareholders on books as at 16th June 2023.

15 436631 MWANGI,SIMON KAMAU (0000006534546 ) DIVIDENDS how much money can I get if I sell my shares?
Dear Simon, thank you for your question, kindly contact your stock broker or investment bank for further 
advice on transacting your shares.

16 91262 SITIN SAMUEL KIPROP DIVIDENDS pay devidens through my phone
Dear Samuel, thank you for your question, kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for guidance on how to change payment mode of your dividends.

17 128953 MUIA PIUS KYALO DIVIDENDS did receive devidents
Dear Pius, Thank you for your question, kindly note that the board of Kenya Re has declared a dividend of 
Ksh 0.20 to be paid on 29th July 2023 to shareholders on books as at 16th June 2023.

19 166173 MUSIMBI,DOROTHY SPEKE (0000006332706 ) DIVIDENDS How much is a share Dear Dorothy, thank you for your question, the Kenya Re share price was 1.80 as at 26/5/2023.

20 57045 MOHAMED MOHAMED DAHIR DIVIDENDS
how can get my dividend and how can sale my shares 
in the market

Dear Mohamed, thank you for your question, kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for for further assistance on your outstanding dividends and guidance on how to 
transact on your shares.

21 144440 MUNGAI PETER MARII DIVIDENDS how can I access my divided
Dear Peter, thank you for your question, kindly contact us through +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for for further assistance on your outstanding dividends.

22 56701 KILONZO OCTAVIAN MATATA DIVIDENDS How many shares do I have? Dear Octavian, thank you for your question, you currently hold 1,552 Kenya Re shares.

23 202157 KIMOTHO,NANCY WANGUI (0000003990192 ) DIVIDENDS
can I change account from equity bank to Mpesa as 
mode of payment

Thank you for your question Nancy, you can change your mode of receiving  dividends by contacting your 
stock broker SBG securities who will facilitate amendment through CDSC. Contact us on +254709170000 
in case of more clarification.

24 65423 WANJIRU DAVID NJUGUNA ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME mkutano itakuwa wapy
Ahsante kwa swali lako David, mkutano utafanyika kwa njia ya mtandao. Utapokoe kiungo cha kuweza 
kufuatilia mkutano.

25 29789 KANGOGO DANIEL KIIKUTOL DIVIDENDS can dividends be paid through m-pesa?
Thank you for your question Daniel, please contact us on +254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for 
assistance on how to change your payment details.

26 2722398 WAMBUA,AGNES KALEKYE (0000006211569 ) DIVIDENDS
Can i  change mode of payment of dividends From 
bank to M-PESA

Thank you for the query, please contact us through 0709170000 or email info@image.co.ke for assistance 
on the same.

27 96141 WACHIRA TITUS MURIITHI DIVIDENDS
Why haven't you been sending small value dividends 
to mobile phone instead of sending cheques?

Thank you for the query, kindly note that you can update your mode of payment by contacting us on 
0709170000 or send us an email through info@image.co.ke

28 64789 KIPLAGAT STEPHEN DIVIDENDS

I'm missing the annual dividends for many years. 
Please can you tell me about  where and who takes  
them?

Dear Stephen, thank you for your question, kindly contact us on +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for further guidance on how to claim outstanding dividends.

29 2789185 KAULA,NANCY WAMBUI (0000000991198 ) DIVIDENDS
I have not been receiving my dividends. Is it possible 
to pay it via mpesa to my number +254724641174

Dear Nancy, thank you for your question, kindly contact us on +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for further guidance on how to claim outstanding dividends.

30 37866 NDWIGA HENRY MUCANGI DIVIDENDS have not received the dividends
Dear Henry, thank you for your question, kindly contact us on +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for further guidance on how to claim outstanding dividends.

31 123730 ANDREW WANGUI MBUGUA DIVIDENDS I want to receive my dividend via mpesa
Dear Andrew, thank you for your question, kindly contact us on +254709170000 or email us on 
info@image.co.ke for further guidance on how to claim outstanding dividends.

32 2724052 WAGUIRE,LUCY WARUGURU (0000006529305 ) DIVIDENDS
Can I be getting my divindeds via mpesa?  When 
should I expect it?

Dear Lucy, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly contact us on 
+254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further advice on how you will receive your dividends via 
Mpesa.

57 167978 KARANJA,ANNE NJERI (0000006563570 ) DIVIDENDS where to get help for missed dividends
Thank you for the query, please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance on 
the same.

58 2717980 TALLAM,JEROTICH (0000006246486 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME want to revoke my shares Thank you for the query, please contact your stockbroker for further assistance in regards to your shares.

62 259704 KARIUKI,NICHOLAS WAMBUGU (0000004227450 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME the profit in this year
Thank you for the query, kindly note that your query has been forwarded to the panel and awaiting a 
response.

63 2829 NJERU ERIC MUNENE DIVIDENDS
Is it possible to pay small shareholders their dividends 
via MPESA?

64 2758038 KIMANI,HILLUM   CHEGE (0000000742112 ) A.O.B
Greetings,  Could you highlight (in a nutshell) how the 
Finance bill impacts on the insurance sector?

65 210901 OMULO,JOVINTER ACHIENG (0000008405670 ) DIVIDENDS
I have not received my dividend for quite some time 
may I know what could be the problem

Thank you for the query, please contact us on 0709170000 or through our email address 
info@image@co.ke for further assistance.

66 2748496 WACHIRA,ESTHER NJERI (0000005736404 ) A.O.B
I wish to receive my statement through my email 
wamaen3@gmail.com

Thank you for the query, kindly note that your email is well noted and you will received an update on the 
same.

74 249082 KIAMBATI,DAMARIS NJERI (0000005803594 ) DIVIDENDS how do I transfer  my shares to a bank
Thank you for the query Felix , please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance 
on the process of changing your stock broker..

75 56171 MUSYIMI PASCAL NANGELA DIVIDENDS dividend of 2022 Thank you for the query, kindly note that the dividend will be paid at a rate of ksh.0.20 per share.

76 1942594 OKUMU,BONAVENTURE AMBROSE (0000000426687 ) A.O.B

Because of the distance i wish to have my shares 
transferred from the current holder to Equity Bank, 
please advise on the way forward to enable me 
conduct the shares businesses as expected. Regards 
Bonaventure Okumu

Thank you for the query Bonventure , please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for 
assistance on the process of changing your stock broker.

77 147862 KARIUKI MICHAEL MWANGI DIVIDENDS Have not been receiving any dividend,,why?
Thank you for the query Michael, please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for 
assistance on how you will claim your outstanding dividends.

78 2731864 MUSYOKI,FELIX  MULYUNGI (0000006122957 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME To Change My Agent
Thank you for the query Felix , please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance 
on the process of changing your stock broker..

79 56171 MUSYIMI PASCAL NANGELA DIVIDENDS
request  for dividends to forwarded through. mpesa  
instead  cheque.

Thank you for the query Pascal, please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for 
assistance on how you will receive your dividends through Mpesa

80 201248 ONGAGA,JOASH KENNEDY NYAMBANE (0000003350665 ) DIVIDENDS
Good morning, can my accumulated dividend not 
collect be converted to shares into my account?

Thank you for the query, please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance on 
claiming your outstanding dividends.

81 201248 ONGAGA,JOASH KENNEDY NYAMBANE (0000003350665 ) DIVIDENDS
Thank you for the query, please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance on 
the same.

82 2758038 KIMANI,HILLUM   CHEGE (0000000742112 ) A.O.B

My second question is;  How can Kenya - Re assist 
parents by absorbing students doing Actuarial science 
courses when required to proceed for attachment?  It 
is very disheartening for the students to traverse the 
numerous insurance offices seeking this but often to 
no avail!

83 2731864 MUSYOKI,FELIX  MULYUNGI (0000006122957 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME How Can Be Geting It?
Thank you for the query, please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance on 
the same.

84 164423 NTORURU,SERAH MUKIRI (0000005976928 ) DIVIDENDS
I misplaced my cdsc account how can I retrieve it?? 
How do I sell my shares??

Thank you for the query, please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance on 
the same.

92 286106 OWITI,PETER NGOLA (0000002934175 ) DIVIDENDS

Can the dividend be paid through mpesa as the 
amount for those with few shares is not worth the 
cheque

Dear Peter, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly contact us on 
+254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further advice on how you will receive your dividends via 
Mpesa.

93 2782223 MIRITI,DISMAS MWITI (0000020635843 ) A.O.B
Can we have a reimbursement of data used for 
attending this session ? Dear Dismas, thank you for your question, which has been forwarded to the panel for a response.

94 2781984 ASANYO,JUSTUS NYANDEGE (0000002815311 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME
Where did you migrate to  location and office 
contacts.i

95 21739 MBITU SHIRLEY KARAMBU DIVIDENDS how much is my devidend
Dear Shirley, thank you for your question, kindly note that the Board has recommended payment of Ksh 
0.20 per share.

96 91588 JANE NDIKO MWAURA (0000006485189 ) DIVIDENDS

1.How much do you pay us as dividend per share? 
2.Where are you located in Nairobi? 3.How will I 
know my stockbroker coz I don't think the one I knew 
while buying my share's is the one who is there.. and 
then I guess management is new since I buy 4.Thank 
you for inviting us in the meeting, Livestream, God 
bless the management

Dear Jane, thank you for your question, kindly note that the Board has recommended payment of Ksh 0.20 
per share. Kindly contact us on +254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further clarification on you 
shareholding.

97 207809 KAIRU,HERMAN MBUGUA (0000006439896 ) A.O.B

CSR.  With raise of Mental Health. What's the 
company doing  2) mentorship in school in order to 
raise the next generation Thank for the query, kindly note that your query has been forwarded to the panel and awaiting a response.

98 146834 OMUYA LEONIDA KERUBO DIVIDENDS Can Kenya Re pay divends through Mpesa?

Dear Leonida, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly contact us on 
+254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further advice on how to change you mode of receiving 
dividends via Mpesa

99 2852817 KARIUKI,TABITHA  WAMUCII  NJUGUNA (0000001181807 ) DIVIDENDS
Have.  Old Checques of my late Husband uncashed. 
What can I do.,?

Dear Tabitha, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly contact us on 
+254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further advice on how to transfer shares and claim dividends.

100 2781984 ASANYO,JUSTUS NYANDEGE (0000002815311 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME

HELP to receive my dividends please my contact 
numbers 0734841573 0723516354 Airtel money or 
mpesa

Dear Justus, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly contact us on 
+254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further advice on how you will receive your dividends via 
Mpesa.

101 180767 MUGO,MARY MWENDIA (0000000156507 ) DIVIDENDS Please pay me via mpesa.

Dear Mary, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly contact us on 
+254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further advice on how you will receive your dividends via 
Mpesa.

102 2792354 WANJOHI,PRISCILLA NYAKINYUA (0000020580372 ) DIVIDENDS

Good morning Kenya Re. Thank you for the payment 
of dividends.in respect to the appreciation of 
Shareholders, will there be a gift?

Dear Priscilla, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly note that your 
question has been forwarded to the panel for a response.

103 219696 NGURE,HANNA NYAMBURA (0000004197739 ) DIVIDENDS
I never receive any dividend from my shares.How do I 
follow up.kindly update.

Dear Hanna, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, kindly contact us on 
+254709170000 or info@image.co.ke for further advice on how to claim your dividends.

104 171665 ROTICH,JANE JELAGAT (0000006280730 ) DIVIDENDS

My shares we're put to public trustee because I didn't 
access my cheques for a long time. How do I access 
my shares Thank you for the query, please contact us through 0709170000 or email info@image.co.ke

105 2781984 ASANYO,JUSTUS NYANDEGE (0000002815311 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME

Those contacts to be used as my address because I 
was terminated from the company which I had used 
there address when l was opening my CDs acc.

Thank you for the query, please contact us on 0709170000 or email through info@image.co.ke for 
assistance on the same.

106 2710123 NJOROGE,FRANCIS MWANGI (0000005093902 ) DIVIDENDS
Is it possible  to submit my portion  of dividend  
through m-pesa? Please permission  granted

Thank you for the query, to receive please contact us through 0709170000 or email info@image.co.ke for 
further assistance.

107 183143 MBERIA,ROSEMARY KENDI (0000001130790 ) DIVIDENDS The lowest paid....why?????
Thank you for the query, kindly note that your query has been forwarded to the panel and awaiting a 
response.

108 2765983 CHEGE,CATHERINE MUTHONI NYAMBURA (0000006057829 ) DIVIDENDS

I haven't been getting my dividends at the bank. Do I 
need to resubmit my bank details? 
chegenc@gmail.com is my address

Thank you for the query, kindly note that you email is well noted and you will receive an email from our 
end shortly.

109 29494 ALBERT DAVID WORESHAH MZERAH DIVIDENDS
Kindly why don't give data to shear holders,during 
Agm

Thank you for the query, kindly note that your query has been forwarded to the panel and awaiting 
response.

110 210469 KIRIMI,JANE RISTIN MAKENA (0000006213413 ) DIVIDENDS

I've two Safaricom nos.= +254722944375 and 
0729037691.But only got only approx. Kshs.1800/- 
while the other line was not paid any   money. I am 
trying to coupe with the challenges but Lord Jesus 
Christ's Divine Mercy, Love, His Miracle Healing 
Working Powers n His Promises of Blessings ALWAYS. 
God's grace n blessings always. Good weekend ahead. Thank you for the query, please contact us through 07091700000 or info@image.co.ke

111 56945 NYORO,DENNIS KIPROP (0000015396318 ) DIVIDENDS
I have never collected any money since I bought the 
shares Thank you for the query, please contact us through 07091700000 or info@image.co.ke

112 2715435 NDUTA,JOHN KIBE (0000006513751 ) DIVIDENDS
How do I know of the previous dividends awarded to 
the shares I have? Thank you for the query, please contact us through 07091700000 or info@image.co.ke

113 2505445 KAMINJA,PAUL MURIITHI (0000001343246 ) DIVIDENDS
How much divided do we expect? By when shall we 
get the Divided?

114 2875 MWENJA ANNA GATHONI DIVIDENDS
Do members get dividends,if yes then where are they 
sent? Thank you for the query, please contact us through 07091700000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance.

115 2795757 GITHINJI,MILCAH WARIGIA (0000004570570 ) DIVIDENDS

I filled forms and submitted via email requesting for 
dividends via Mpesa. I have not been receiving my 
dividends. Please send via Mpesa. Thank you. Thank you for the query, please contact us through 07091700000 or info@image.co.ke for assistance.

116 165384 MWANGI,ELISHIBA NYAMBURA (0000006209874 ) DIVIDENDS
My question is if you have not been receiving your 
dividend how can one recover them . Thank you for the query, please contact us through 07091700000 or info@image.co.ke on the same

117 923776 NGALYUKA,PRICILLAR MUENI (0000017709097 ) DIVIDENDS i need my dividents Thank you for the query, please contact us through 07091700000 or info@image.co.ke on the same.

118 187071 KENLIGHT  GENERATOR  POWER (0000004543149 ) ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEME CAN YOU Q
Thank you for the query, please rephrase the query for further assistance also you can contact us through 
0709170000 or email info@image.co.ke
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